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Requirements
- Our iOS mobile application is optimized for iPhone 5/5S. It will work on iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus but the app will not fill the entire screen for these phones. Since the iPhone 4S is smaller, our app will not work on it due to space overflow.

Tasks
- Task #1: Get tutoring help now by pressing the “Be Tutored” button from home screen
- Task #2: Schedule tutoring help for later by pressing the “Be Tutored” button from home screen and clicking “Later” when prompted for “When”
- Task #3: Get paid to tutor other students by clicking the “Tutor” button from home screen

Limitations + Important Notes
- Whenever you accept a tutoring offer, you will be presented with a tutoring flow for “BIO 42” tutoring with “Josephine C.” This tutoring session is hard-coded into our prototype for simplicity. Do not be alarmed if you accept an offer from Barack and get tutored by Josephine.
- When you request help, you will initially see a “No Offers” page. Tap the book icon to refresh the page, and tutoring offers will appear.
- If you make a request and click “Edit Request,” your information will not be saved due to our lack of a backend database. We did not implement a backend database because we wanted to focus on design rather than coding.
- The payment system is assumed to already be implemented. In a complete application, users who have used up their $20 free credit would be prompted to add credit card information before being tutored.
- You can only give tutors 5 stars in our review system at the moment.
- The timer for tutoring sessions is frozen at 28 seconds. Again, this is because of backend database limitations.
- Your tutoring offers/tutee requests are hard-coded into the system, and are not actually dynamically generated as they would be in a complete application.
- Review submission does not actually add the review to the system.
- The “Call Josephine” button does not actually call Josephine; it calls the Stanford Panda Express. Please do not call unless you want to order something.